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BESS-Polar: Search for Antihelium
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Abstract: We have searched for antihelium in cosmic-rays since 1993 using a series of nine conventional BESS northern
latitude balloon flights and two long-duration BESS-Polar Antarctic balloon flights. The BESS-Polar spectrometer is an
evolutionary development of the previous BESS instruments, adapted to long duration flight. No antihelium candidate
was found in the rigidity ranges of 0.6-20 GV among 8 × 106 helium nuclei events for BESS-Polar I and in the rigidity
range of 0.6-14 GV among 4× 107 events for BESS-Polar II, respectively. A resultant upper limit of 6.9× 10−8 for the
abundance ratio of antihelium/helium at the top of the atmosphere in the rigidity range of 1-14 GV was set by combining
all the BESS and BESS-Polar flight data. This is the most stringent limit obtained to date.
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1 Introduction

The existence of antiparticles was predicted by Dirac as a
consequence of the Dirac equation [1] and confirmed by
Anderson through the discovery of the positron, antiparti-
cle of the electron, in the cosmic radiation [2]. It was fol-
lowed by the experimental confirmation of the existence of
antiprotons in the laboratory [3] and also in the cosmic ra-
diation [4]. At present, the production of antiparticles in the
laboratory with |Z| = 2 has been confirmed [5]. However,
in spite of many efforts to find them, there is no evidence
that antiparticles with |Z| ≥ 2 exist in the cosmic radiation
[6], and by implication in the universe at large.
This apparent asymmetry of particle and antiparticle is one
of the fundamental questions in cosmology. Many cos-
mologists consider that this asymmetry was caused by the
symmetry-breaking between particles and antiparticles just
after the Big Bang, with cosmological antiparticles vanish-
ing at an early stage of the universe. However, the existence

of |Z| ≥ 2 antiparticles is not excluded by theory. There
might be remnant antiparticle domains from the Big Bang.
We have searched for those antinuclei in cosmic radiation
since 1993 using the BESS spectrometer and set the most
stringent upper limit obtained to date. From 1993 to 2000,
we had seven conventional one day balloon flights from
northern Canada. In 2002, we upgraded the central tracker
and installed a new detector (ODC) to obtain higher rigidity
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Figure 1: The cross-sectional view and the side view of the BESS-Polar II Spectrometer.

resolution, so that we could search for antihelium up to 500
GV (BESS-TeV).
In order to search for antihelium with more sensitivity, we
realized long-duration balloon flights over Antarctica in the
2004-2005 season (BESS-Polar I) and 2007-2008 season
(BESS-Polar II).

2 The BESS-Polar Spectrometer

The BESS-Polar spectrometer is an evolutionary develop-
ment of the previous BESS experiments improved to adapt
to a long duration flight in Antarctica [7]. There was no
pressure vessel outside the detector to reduce the material
thickness along the incident particle trajectories and total
suspended weight. The time-of-flight (TOF) counters and
aerogel Cherenkov counter (ACC) as well as their related
front-end electronics were operated in vacuum. The cryo-
stat of the solenoid magnet was used as the pressure vessel
for the central tracker, which worked successfully in the
BESS-TeV experiment [8]. The basic spectrometer config-
uration was the same for the BESS-Polar I and BESS-Polar
II flight. For the BESS-Polar II flight, the spectrometer was
improved in performance and achieved an extended life-
time during the flight. A newly constructed magnet with a
larger liquid helium reservoir tank and a data storage sys-
tem with larger capacity of hard disk drives (HDDs) en-
abled longer observation time.
Figure 1 shows the cross-sectional view and the side view
of the BESS-Polar II spectrometer. All the detector com-
ponents are arranged in a cylindrical configuration. The
time-of-flight detector is placed at the outmost location of
the spectrometer and provided the incident particle veloc-
ity, β = v/c, with a time resolution of 120 ps and two
independent dE/dx measurements. The TOF detector con-
sists of the 10 scintillator paddles for the top and the 12
scintillator paddles for the bottom. Photomultiplier tubes
(PMTs) are attached to both sides of the scintillator paddles
through acrylic light guides. The Z-position of an incident
particle is roughly determined by the time difference be-
tween the two PMT signals. The superconducting solenoid
provided a uniform field of 0.8 Tesla for over 11 days con-

tinuous operation for the BESS-Polar I and over 24 days for
the BESS-Polar II. Two inner drift chambers (IDCs) and
a JET-cell type drift chamber (JET) are located inside of
the warm bore (0.80 m in diameter and 1.4 m in length)
and measure the particle trajectories by fitting up to 52 hit-
points with 150 μm resolution for each wire. The resulting
magnetic-rigidity (R ≡ pc/Ze, momentum divided by elec-
tric charge) resolution is 0.4% at 1 GV, with a maximum
detectable rigidity (MDR) of 240 GV for the BESS-Polar
I and 280 GV for the BESS-Polar II. The JET also pro-
vides dE/dx information from the truncated mean of the
integrated charges of the hit-pulses. The JET and IDCs
are filled with CO2 gas and fresh gas is circulated during
the flight. The additional TOF detecter (MTOF) was in-
stalled between the bottom IDC and warm bore to observe
low energy particles which can not penetrate the magnet.
The Aerogel Cherenkov Counter (ACC) was located be-
tween the magnet and the bottom TOF as a veto counter to
separate antiproton events from background e−/μ− events.
The middle TOF and ACC was not used for the antihelium
search.

3 Flight Conditions

The BESS-Polar spectrometer was successfully flown
over Antarctica twice. The first BESS-Polar flight was
launched on December 13th, 2004 from Williams Field
near McMurdo Station. The spectrometer was flown 8.5
days around Antarctica successfully recording 900 million
cosmic-ray events, then terminated on December 21, land-
ing at the south end of the Ross Ice Shelf. The averaged
floating altitude was 38.5 km (residual atmosphere of 4.3
g/cm2). During the flight, several PMTs of the TOF ho-
doscopes showed extremely high count rates and drew ex-
cessive current, ultimately having to be turned off. How-
ever, 66% of the full geometric acceptance could be sus-
tained by controlling the trigger algorithm through teleme-
try. The second BESS-Polar flight was launched on De-
cember 22nd, 2007 from Williams Field. The spectrome-
ter was flown for 29.5 days over Antarctica and observed
cosmic-ray events for about 24.5 days at float altitude with
the magnet energized, recording 4.7 billion events on the
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HDD. The full geometric acceptance was maintained dur-
ing the entire flight, though two TOF PMTs had to be
turned off due to a HV control issue. The drift chamber
HV system had an issue, and we could not apply full HV
for the JET chamber. We adjusted the gas pressure and HV
value to compensate.

4 Data Analysis

4.1 Event Selection

During the flights, we recorded all events which penetrated
the spectrometer. It is possible that more than one particle
passed through the spectrometer simultaneously. Hence,
we first have chosen events with a single good track. The
criterion is that there be only one track in the drift chamber,
and one track each passing thorough the upper and lower
TOF counters. Then, we have applied track quality selec-
tion such as hit data consistency between TOF and drift
chambers, small χ2 in trajectory fitting, fiducial selection,
etc. None of these selections depend on the sign of the par-
ticle charge.

4.2 Particle identification

As with the BESS spectrometer, the BESS-Polar spec-
trometers were designed as general purpose detectors. So
we have measured not only the helium (antihelium) nu-
clei but also measured the protons, deuterons, etc. during
the flights. After selecting the events as mentioned above,
we identified the helium (antihelium) nuclei from selected
events by their mass. Particle mass M is related to rigidity
R, velocity β and charge Z (dE/dx) as

M2 = R2Z2(
1

β2
− 1). (1)

The β, dE/dx and rigidity were measured by the TOF
counter and the drift chamber. We applied a 1/β band cut
and dE/dx band cut instead of selecting particle mass di-
rectly. Figure 2 shows the 1/β band cut and dE/dx band
cuts for the TOF counters.

5 Results

Figure 3 shows the 1/rigidity distribution of the BESS-
Polar II flight data after all selections are applied. No an-
tihelium candidates were found in the rigidity region 1-20
GV, among 8 × 106 helium nuclei events for the BESS-
Polar I, and in the rigidity region 1-14 GV, among 4× 107
helium nuclei events for the BESS-Polar II. Since there are
no antihelium events in the data, we can only set an up-
per limit for the abundance ratio of antihelium/helium at
the top of the atmosphere. The upper limit is given by the
following formula:

RHe/He =∫
NObs,He/(SΩ× η × εsngl × εdE/dx × εβ × εDQ)dE

∫
NObs,He/(SΩ× η × εsngl × εdE/dx × εβ × εDQ)dE

,

(2)

where the Nobs,He(He) is the number of observed He (He)
event, the SΩ is the geometric acceptance of the spectrom-
eter, and η (η) is a survival probability of He (He) to tra-
verse the atmosphere above the spectrometer, εsngl (εsngl)
is single track efficiency for He (He), εdE/dx (εdE/dx) is
the dE/dx selection efficiency for He (He), εβ (εβ) is the β
selection efficiency for He (He), and εDQ (εDQ) is the data
quality selection efficiency for He (He). The numerator in
the equation is the number of antihelium at the top of the
atmosphere (TOA) and the denominator is the number of
helium at the TOA.
In order to calculate the upper limit, we have to assume
an energy spectrum of antihelium since the efficiencies are
function of energy. If we assume that the hypothetical en-
ergy spectrum of antihelium was same as the energy spec-
trum of helium, we can simplify the previous formula as

Figure 2: The upper figure shows the β−1 vs absolute rigid-
ity of the BESS-Polar II flight data. The lower two figures
show the dE/dx vs absolute rigidity measured by top and
bottom TOF counters. The event candidates are between
the lines.
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Figure 3: R−1 distribution of |Z| = 2 events of the BESS-
Polar II flight data.

follows:

RHe/He <

∫
3.1 dE

NObs,He × η × εsngl/(η × εsngl)
. (3)

Here, we take 3.1 as the number of antiheliums (NObs,He)
for the calculation of the 95 % confidence level upper limit
([9]). The η (η) and εsngl (εsngl) are determined by the
Monte Carlo simulation which has been developed based
on the GEANT/GHEISHA code for the spectrometers. By
using the BESS-Polar I flight data, we set the upper limit
for the antihelium to helium ratio of 4.4× 10−7 in the 1-20
GV rigidity range, and by using the BESS-Polar II flight
data, we set the upper limit of 9.4 × 10−8 in the 1-14 GV
rigidity range, respectively. The resultant upper limit of
6.9 × 10−8 was set by combining all the BESS data and
the data of the two BESS-Polar flights. This is the most
stringent upper limit obtained to date. The result is shown
in Figure 4 with previous experimental results.
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